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Challenges

- Challenge 8: Creation of an openly available Legal-Instruct dataset to finetune large 

language models for the legal field.

- Goals: 

- Create and release a legal-instruct dataset to huggingface with an open license.

- Finetune a LLM with the created dataset.

- Challenge 12: Create a tool that can support counsel in answering legal questions related 

to the anti-money laundering regulation.



How to create a dataset?

- Manually vs. automated

- Sources: Acts, ordinances, circulars, parliamentary proceedings, private publications such 

as textbooks, FAQs, etc.

- Are the sources copyrighted? E.g. no university exams, textbooks or AI summaries (e.g.

created by openAI).



Manual creation – Anti-money 
Laundering Regulation
- Manually create questions and answers based on legal texts.

- Sources: AMLA, AMLO, VQF SRO-Regulations, FINMA Circular 2011/1.

- Result: Created 104 questions and answers with regards to the AMLA regulation.



Manual creation – FAQs on data and 
consumer protection
- Source: FAQs on admin.ch:

- Data protection (FR/DE): 

https://www.bj.admin.ch/bj/de/home/staat/gesetzgebung/datenschutzstaerkung/faq.html

- Consumer protection (FR/DE/EN): 

https://www.konsum.admin.ch/bfk/de/home/konsumenteninformationen/faq.html

- Manually record questions and answers. 

- Result: Created 60 questions and answers with regards to data and consumer 

protection.





Automated creation – Federal court 
decisions (BGE)
Scraped 17’000 federal court decisions at www.entscheidsuche.ch through the elastic API.

Automatic extraction of the following: 1. “Regeste”, 2. Text of decision and 3. Language (DE/FR/IT)

Creation of a dataset as follows:

- Instruction: “Write me a “Regeste”

- Input: Text of the decision

- Output: Regeste

Problems: Most decisions surpass context length (token count) of 2048.

Solution: Take the 25% of the decisions with the lowest token count. Of this set, randomly delete words until

no decision surpasses a token count of 1’500 (since court decisions always surpass token estimates). 

Result: A dataset of ca. 4’250 leading federal court decisions in DE, FR and IT was created.

http://www.entscheidsuche.ch/


Automated creation – Federal court 
decisions (BGE)
Using federal court decisions from the Research Center for Digital Sustainability dataset 

(rcds/swiss_law_area_prediction) on Huggingface.co.

Automatic generation keywords through removal of stopwords, lemmatizing the text and randomly removing 20% of 

the words (DE/FR)

Creation of a dataset as follows:

- Instruction: “Write a full text using the following keywords”

- Input: Keywords

- Output: Initial Text

Problems: Most decisions surpass context length (token count) of 2048.

Solution: Make smaller chunks of a limited word count (approximation to tokens)

Result: A dataset based on ca. 5’000 leading federal court decisions (DE/FR) was created.



Automated creation –
Parliamentary proceedings
- Scraped parliamentary proceedings (questions to federal council including answer by federal 

council) from “Curia Vista” through the API at ws-old.parlament.ch.

- First Problem: API limit with heavy throttling. Thus, only proceedings of last three years were 

downloaded.

- Proceedings including legal questions were filtered out (legal proceeding if text contained a 

reference to an article).

- Remaining 1’800 proceedings (600 different proceedings, each in DE/FR/IT).

- Second problem: Most proceedings surpass context length (token count) of 2048.

- Solution: Filtering of decisions to proceedings not surpassing context length of 1’500.

- Result: A dataset based on 1’388 parliamentary proceedings in DE, FR and IT was created.



Automated creation – KESB 
Winterthur
- Scraped FAQs from KESB Winterthur (https://kesb-wa.ch/haeufige-fragen/). 

- Automatic creation of questions (input) and answer (output).

- Result: A dataset based on ca. 100 questions and answers was created.

https://kesb-wa.ch/haeufige-fragen/


First goal: Publication of dataset

- The dataset was released to huggingface with an open license under the following link: 

https://huggingface.co/oll-2023

https://huggingface.co/oll-2023
https://huggingface.co/oll-2023


Second goal: Finetuning

- Model: Dolly 2.0 (3B) by databricks

- Finetuning using PEFT (huggingface) and LoRA (Hu/Shen et al.) using our Alpaca-style 

dataset.



Results



One take away:
We need common info. assets (1)
- DILEMMA

- Identification difficult: Many informational sources are or may be copyrighted 

– Identification difficult despite art. 5 of the Copyright Act.

- Terms & Conditions: Terms and conditions amongst public institutions 

(federal and/or cantonal) are not unified, unclear and sometimes do not allow 

the usage (modification) of the data.

- Format: Information format not unified and not always usable for machine 

learning (e.g. federal acts are available in XML whereas parliamentary 

deliberations of the canton of Geneva are only available in PDF).





One take away:
We need common info. assets (2)

- SUGGESTIONS

- Legally: Enable open access to all information, i.e. by unifying and 

amending Terms & Conditions.

- Technically: Use open standard formats across the different 

websites, such as XML.
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